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Abstract 
The layer 2 network technology is extending beyond its traditional local area imple-
mentation and finding wider acceptance in provider’s metropolitan area networks 
and large-scale cloud data center networks. This is mainly due to its plug-and-play 
capability and native mobility support. Many efforts have been put to increase the 
bisection bandwidth in a layer 2 network, which has been constrained by the span-
ning tree protocol that a layer 2 network uses for preventing looping. The recent 
trend is to incorporate layer 3’s routing approach into a layer 2 network so that mul-
tiple paths can be used for forwarding traffic between any source-destination (S-D) 
node pair. ECMP (equal cost multipath) is one such example. However, ECMP may 
still be limited in generating multiple paths due to its shortest path (lowest cost) re-
quirement. In this paper, we consider a non-shortest-path routing approach, called 
EPMP (Equal Preference Multi-Path) that can generate more paths than ECMP. The 
EPMP is based on the ordered semi-group algebra. In the EPMP routing, paths that 
differ in traditionally-defined costs, such as hops, bandwidth, etc., can be made 
equally preferred and thus become candidate paths. We found that, in comparison 
with ECMP, EPMP routing not only generates more paths, provides higher bisection 
bandwidth, but also allows bottleneck links in a hierarchical network to be identified 
when different traffic patterns are applied. EPMP is also versatile in that it can use 
various ways of path preference calculations to control the number and the length of 
paths, making it flexible (like policy-based routing) but also objective (like shortest 
path first routing) in calculating preferred paths. 
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1. Introduction 

A layer 2 network by definition is a network where its protocol data units (or frames) 
can be transported from source to destination by using a data-link layer (the second 
layer in the Open System Interconnection (OSI) layering model) protocol, without the 
need of a network layer (the third layer in the OSI model) protocol. Ethernet has been 
the most popular layer 2 network technology, found not only in LANs (Local Area 
Networks), like campus networks and office networks, but also as the interconnection 
technology for metropolitan area networks. Ethernet’s popularity comes from its “plug 
and play” capability, requiring minimum amount of configuration. In addition, the 
not-so-sophisticated transport functions provided by Ethernet enable it to be a com- 
moditized technology with low cost, making it the switching product of choice. However, 
as Ethernet keeps on growing, with more end hosts from different organizations/ 
tenants in a network, it becomes necessary to improve its scalability and traffic isolation 
capabilities. 

IEEE 802.1Q [1], which defines VLAN (Virtual LAN), was introduced to separate 
traffic using the VLAN tag (C-VID in Figure 1). However 802.1Q VLAN tag is only- 
12-bit long, which allows only 4094 different VLANs and limits its applicability to 
service provider networks (in a metropolitan area) and data center networks. A subse- 
quent amendment IEEE 802.1ad, also known as Provider Bridging (PB), then introduced 
a provider tag (S-VID in Figure 1) which is similar to the VLAN tag but is instead used 
for separating traffic at the provider network level. This hierarchical structure (Q-in-Q) 
allows each tenant/client’s traffic to be carried in its own backbone VLAN while clients 
maintain control over their own VLANs at their sites. However the Provider Bridging 
still requires switches in the network to learn host MAC addresses, which becomes a 
more serious issue as the network size scales up. The next came the IEEE 802.1 ah 
amendment, known as the Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB). PBB uses service identifier 
(I-SID) to distinguish different VLAN services in the backbone network. It also adds 
another layer of MAC address, the backbone MAC address, on top of the host MAC 
address (MAC-in-MAC). In the provider backbone network, frame forwarding is based 
on the backbone destination address (B-DA). Therefore, core switches in the backbone 
network do not need to learn host MAC addresses, greatly increasing the scalability of 
the network. 

Although these standards have increased Ethernet scalability, they still rely on the 
traditional network wide controlled flooding of frames for host discovery. The Spanning 
Tree Protocol (STP) and its subsequent variants (e.g., RSTP, MSTP) have long been 
used in preventing flooding loops in Ethernet networks. However, STP has also been 
known for several disadvantages. For example, it disables some links for preventing 
loops, thus does not allow source-destination traffic to take multiple paths; with the tree 
structure, its paths are inefficient for paths that do not end in the root node; and it 
converges slowly to a new solution if a node or link fails. Such characteristics are rather 
undesirable for provider networks or data center networks, where both ample bisection 
bandwidth and fast recovery are critical in their operations. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of layer 2 frame format. 
 
The routing operation which a layer 3 datagram forwarding relies on then comes to 

rescue. Layer 3 routers run routing protocols and exchange topological information 
with neighbour routers. A routing protocol has in itself a routing algorithm which 
calculates a suitable path based on the collected topological information and stores the 
result in the routing table (or forwarding table). A layer 3 datagram is delivered to its 
destination based on the routing table. The well-known Dijkstra shortest path first 
(SPF) algorithm in the link state routing protocols (OSPF [2], IS-IS [3]) is widely used. 
It can easily be extended to find multiple shortest paths. Compared to STP, these layer 3 
routing protocols can provide equal cost multipath (ECMP) [4] and faster reconver- 
gence time. On the other hand, layer 3 datagram forwarding is still undesirable in the 
sense that it requires IP address space management. When a host moves to a new 
subnet, its IP address needs to be re-configured, breaking all its on-going connections. 
In data center networks, where virtual machine (VM) migrations are frequent and 
service continuity is critical, layer 2 frame forwarding is clearly better than layer 3 
datagram forwarding. For the above reasons, the IEEE 802.1 aq (Shortest Path Bridging; 
SPB) [5] [6] is the new standard that incorporates IS-IS into 802.1 ad and 802.1 ah [7]. 
Its two modes, SPBV and SPBM, correspond to 802.1ad (Q-in-Q) and 802.1ah (Mac- 
in-Mac), respectively. IETF also works on the TRILL (Transparent Interconnection of 
Lots of Links) [8] [9], where its Rbridges (Routing Bridges) runs on layer 2 with the 
help of the link state routing protocol (IS-IS). Both SPB and TRILL are emerging 
promising standards for provider networks and data center networks. 

In this paper, we concentrate on the multipath routing in layer 2 networks. SPB, 
TRILL, and most existing data center network routing assume using ECMP for multi- 
path frame/packet forwarding. However, ECMP routing only allows the use of paths 
with the same cost and this cost is usually expressed by a metric value (e.g., hops). In 
many network topologies, SPF-based ECMP does not necessarily provide enough path 
diversity. Non-SPF routing can open up a new horizon where bisection bandwidth can 
be increased with a smaller cost and alternative topology designs can be explored for 
different applications or traffic patterns. In addition, given a set of multipaths to use, 
how these paths are allocated to different clients/services are still an open problem. In 
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SPB, there is a set of ECT-algorithms [5] that map to the use of different equal cost 
paths. The mapping is random and does not necessarily evenly spread out the use of 
available paths [10]. 

Non-SPF path discovery and selection of feasible paths in a layer 2 network will be 
the main subjects of this paper. Our study starts with an ordered semi-group algebra 
along with simple destination-based hop-by-hop forwarding. In a non-SPF routing 
algorithm, paths are selected based on an attribute value that grades their preference. 
Paths with equal preference values might be different in the number of hops, band- 
width, etc. thus resulting in non-equal-cost multipaths. Paths values are calculated from 
link attributes that can be seen as policies characterizing the forwarding behaviour. 
Amaral et. al. proposed a multipath policy based routing in [11] [12]. It is based on the 
algebraic routing model in [13] which has been put to practice to model traditional 
shortest path protocols as well as policy based Border Gateway Protocol. Amaral’s 
policy based routing can be shown to generate more paths than ECMP in most cases. 
However, we also find that it exhibits a few undesirable characteristics. For example, in 
certain topologies it might not find any paths while shortest paths do exist. It might also 
not find all qualified paths due to the semi-group characteristic, to be explained in the 
next section. 

Non-SPF policy based routing has long been used in inter-AS routing protocols 
(BGP). Its concept or model has not been used in calculating multipaths until the past 
two or three years. There are still works to be done in policy based multipath routing 
model such as the trade-offs between the flexibility of the model, the amount of 
multiple paths that can be used simultaneously, and the network restrictions that must 
be applied. This paper would investigate a non-SPF routing algorithm that brings 
together the flexibility in policy based routing and the objectiveness in shortest path 
first routing. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the routing algebra funda- 
mental and link/path attribute assignment are introduced. Based on the preference 
algebra, Section 3 defines the equal preference multi-path (EPMP) algorithm. Two 
different flavors of EPMP, EPMP-NH and EPMP-ES are explained. We use two hierar- 
chical network topologies to evaluate the EPMP routing algorithms in comparison with 
the ECMP algorithm in Section 5. Path numbers and bisection bandwidth are the main 
performance measures. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 13. 

2. Routing Algebra 

Routing in a computer network to most people means finding a shortest path. Indeed, 
the shortest path routing is used in many routing protocols, e.g., OSPF, RIP, and IS-IS. 
The term shortest path means a path with the lowest cost, where cost is often a 
measurable numerical metric like: hop count, path bandwidth, path reliability, latency, 
and others metrics. Solutions for the shortest path problem are well known [14]. 

The Internet is a huge interconnection of autonomous systems (AS) or domains, 
each one independently administered. We see shortest path routing being run within 
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each domain, so called intra-domain routing. For inter-domain routing, each AS 
might have its own view of which path should be used, and the path is selected based 
on policies. Unlike a simple numerical metric, these policies reflect a wider set of 
characteristics with semantically rich concepts, defining the nature of the paths and 
their relative preference. Given these characteristics policy routing provides great 
flexibility in defining route preferences [15]. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a good 
example. 

Since policy characteristic is not necessary a numerical value, the term best path is 
used instead of the shortest path. With best path, preference of the paths depends on 
characteristics such as relationships with other nodes, defining in this way a hierarchical 
order amongst the paths. However current policy routing models cannot take full 
advantage of the multiplicity of connections to a given destination and are single path 
in nature [15]. 

With policy routing two paths that are very different according to traditional numeric 
metrics can have the same policy characteristics and therefore have the same preference 
and are considered equally good. Multipaths become more available for policy based 
routing. Single-path routing protocols have a critical interval after a failure until the 
algorithm converges to a new solution. On the contrary, in the multipath case in the 
event of a failure, equally good alternative paths might still be available, therefore 
reducing the importance of the re-convergence process. Having multiple paths also 
means that traffic engineering can be achieved by carefully-designed distribution of 
traffic among those paths, instead of having to play with network metrics to obtain the 
desired result via routing state manipulations [15]. 

2.1. Path Preference Algebra  

Let a network be represented by a directed graph ( ),G V E  where V is the set of 
vertices (nodes) and E is the set of edges (links). Each edge is labelled with an attribute 
value (e.g., hop count, cost, preference, etc.). A routing algorithm is then characterized 
by 1) how link attributes are defined, 2) how path attributes are determined when being 
composed by links, and 3) how legal paths are determined based on the attribute value. 

When preference is used as the path attribute, the determination of path attributes 
can be modelled by a preference algebra. In the preference algebra, a set Γ  consists of 
different possible preference values for links and sub-paths (paths). A sub-path begins 
with a single link and it becomes a path when it connects the source and the des- 
tination. When a sub-path is extended by a link to form a new sub-path (a com- 
position operation), an algebraic operation ⊗  composes the preference of the link and 
the preference of the original sub-path together to form the preference of the new 
sub-path. Multiple sub-paths between identical two end nodes are ranked (preferred to) 
by another operation ⊕  [12]. Both operations operate on values in Γ . An ordered 
semi-group is then formed by Γ  endowed with two binary operations, ⊗  and ⊕ : 
(Γ , ⊗ , ⊕ ). 

As a contrast, the shortest path algorithm can be modelled by (a) setting Γ  to ℜ  
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(set of real numbers), (b) setting ⊗  to + (addition), and (c) setting ⊕  to the min 
(minimum) operation. 

2.2. Attribute Values and Preference Ordering  

Consider metropolitan area provider networks or data center networks. There typically 
exists a hierarchical structure in these networks. For metropolitan area networks, there 
are at least two levels. The outer/lower level has access switches which end hosts are 
connected to and the inner/upper level where core switches form the backbone network. 
For data center networks, the fat-tree network has at least three levels (or stages). The 
lowest level is the edge level, the middle level is the aggregation level, and the upper 
level is the core level. Figure 2 shows an example of a fat-tree network. 

Given such hierarchical networks, it is natural to define three types of attributes in 
the set Γ :   
• D: for links/edges in the downward direction of the hierarchy,  
• U: for links/edges in the upward direction of the hierarchy,  
• S: for links/edges that connects switches at the same level of the hierarchy.  

Two addition attributes are needed to describe trivial paths and invalid/nonexistent 
paths.   
• 1 : a trivial link/path (self to self),  
• 0 : an invalid path or non-existent link.  

Therefore, we have  

{ }, , , , .D S UΓ = 1 0  

As to the path attribute resulting from the ⊗  operation on links and sub-paths, 
Table 1 shows a possible ⊗  operation proposed in [12]. The path preference ranking 
is then set to be  

,D S U   1 0  

meaning downward path is preferred over same level path, and same level path is 
preferred over upward path. 

Table 1 in fact defines a non-decreasing composition operation. Note that the 
composition operation here represents composing a new sub-path by appending a link 
a to a sub-path b (A sub-path starts as a link). The term non-decreasing refers to the 
new attribute in the preference order after the composition operation. For example, by 
appending a D link to a D sub-path, the new sub-path preserves the D attribute 
(unchanged in order); while appending a S or U link to a D sub-path results in a S or U 
sub-path (take the higher in order), respectively. When appending a D link to an S or U 
sub-path, the new sub-path becomes invalid (the highest in order but least preferred), 
not S or U, the higher in order. This is necessary in order to avoid forming loops. This 
non-decreasing property also helps increasing the number of available paths. Take the 
D D D⊗ =  for example. A path with two D links would be equally preferred as the 
path with three D links. 
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With the above rules, there however still exists a looping scenario. If the two opposite 
links connecting two same-level nodes are both labelled S as shown in Figure 3, then 
loops exist. In Figure 3(a), path 0-2-3-1, path 0-2-3-2-3-1 (having loop), path 0-2-3-2- 
3-2-3-1 (having loop), all are equally good and have path attribute U. In Figure 3(b), 
path 0-2-3-1, path 0-2-4-3-1, path 0-2-3-4-2-3-1 (having loop), path 0-2-3-4-2-4-3-1 
(having loop), all are also equally good and have path attribute U. 

One solution is to distinguish the two opposite same-level links as R and L, with R 
being preferred over L. The revised routing algebra is now:  

{ }, , , , ,D R L UΓ = 1 0  
D R L U1 0                            (1) 

with the composition operation shown in Table 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. A three-level fat-tree network. 

 
Table 1. The ⊗  composition operation. 

⊗  1 D S U 0 

1 1 D S U 0 

D D D 0 0 0 

S S S S 0 0 

U U U U U 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 
(a)                                             (b) 

Figure 3. Loops exist with link attribute S on opposite-direction same-level links. 
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When opposite-direction links are distinguished with R and L, loops can be avoided. 
With the new labelling as shown in Figure 4, only path 0-2-3-1 is valid in case (a), 
and only paths 0-2-3-1 and path 0-2-4-3-1 are valid in case (b), all with path attribute 
U. 

There is another way of preventing loops from forming on same-level links. A 
same-level link attribute S1 (same-level once) can be used for it to not co-exist with 
other same-level links (including R and L) on the same path. Attribute S1 can also be 
used to prevent same level sub-path to extend too long. We will see its use later. 

3. Equal Preference Multi-Path 
3.1. EPMP-Next Hop 

Equal preference multi-path calculation based on the above preference algebra can then 
be executed as follows [11] [15]. Given a network topology, there is a corresponding 
adjacency matrix A of dimension V V× .  

( ), ,, , , i j i jA a e i j V e E = ∈ ∈   

where ( ), ,i j i ja a e=  is the , thi j  element of A and represents the link attribute of link 

,i je . The trivial link ,i ie  is labelled link attribute 1 . Element ,i ja  of A gives the 
one-hop path attribute from node i to node j. The product of 2A A A=  has its , thi j  
element defined as  

( ) ( ) ( ),0 0, ,1 1, , 1 1,i j i j i V V ja a a a a a− −⊗ ⊕ ⊗ ⊕⋅⋅⋅⊕ ⊗  

 
Table 2. The revised ⊗  composition operation. 

⊗  1 D R L U 0 

1 1 D R L U 0 

D D D 0 0 0 0 

R R R R 0 0 0 

L L L L L  0 0 

U U U U U U 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 
(a)                                             (b) 

Figure 4. Loops can be avoided with link attribute R and L on opposite-direction same-level links. 
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where ⊕  is the path selection operation according to the preference order   defined 
in (1). The , thi j  element of 2A  then specifies all preferred paths from node i to 
node j within 2 hops. By continuing left matrix multiplication (meaning the path is 
composed from destination node back to the source node)  

1 , for  k kA A A k N+ = ∈  

until it converges, we obtain attributes of all preferred paths from any source node to 
any destination node. During the process of matrix multiplication, it is also necessary to 
build the next-hop matrix that records all next-hop nodes to be used in constructing 
the preferred path. The routing can then be implemented as hop-by-hop routing by 
each node looking up its next-hop matrix for forwarding a packet (or frame). We call 
this method EPMP-NH (EPMP Next Hop). 

As an example, consider a 5-node topology as shown in Figure 5. For ease of 
viewing, we use a double-arrowed link to represent the two opposite links. There are 
three levels in the topology. The adjacency matrix is  

.

U R D D
D D D D

A L U D
U U U L
U U R

 
 
 
 =
 
 
  

1
1

1 0
1

0 1

 

The matrix multiplication converges at 2k = , i.e., 2A A≠  but 3 2A A= . The 
next-hop matrix for the topology is  

{ } { }

{ } { } { }
{ } { } { }

- 1 2 3 4
0 - 2 0,2,3 0,4
0 1 - 3 0

0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 - 4
0,1 0,1 0,1 3 -

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

            (2) 

We make two observations: 1. EPMP-NH finds a total of 32 paths while ECMP finds 
a total of 24 paths. Among them, 21 paths are found by both. 2. There are three valid 
paths that EPMP-NH fails to find. They are path 3-0-1-2, path 3-2-1-0, and path  

 

 
Figure 5. A 5-node topology with 3 levels. 
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4-0-1-2. To explain why these three paths are not found by EPMP-NH, we take the path 
3-0-1-2 for example. From the next-hop matrix in (2), we know that for node 3 to reach 
node 2, node 3 can take nodes 0, 1, 2 as the next hop. For node 0 to reach node 2, node 
0 can only take node 2 as the next hop. Therefore the only path from node 3 to node 2 
via node 0 is path 3-0-2, which has a path attribute of U. Path 3-0-1-2 is equally good 
because it also has path attribute of U. Why it was not found is because path 0-2 
(attribute R) is preferred over path 0-1-2 (attribute U) during the first matrix multi- 
plication. This example shows that EPMP-NH may not find all valid paths because 
certain information is overridden during the path composition process. 

3.2. EPMP-Exhaustive Search  

It is possible to find all valid EPMP paths by using a brute-force approach. By starting 
from the destination node and branching out backward towards the source nodes via 
adjacent links, it allows for all possible paths to be examined. In appending an adjacent 
link to a sub-path using the algebra such as defined in Table 2, the resulting sub-paths 
that are at least as preferred as the final path preference value, which is available from 
the converged left matrix multiplication, are kept. Note that the search begins with the 
destination node because the composition algebra is defined for appending a link to a 
sub-path. We call this method EPMP-ES (EPMP Exhaustive Search). For the topology 
in Figure 5, EPMP-ES can find all 35 valid paths. 

Note that with EPMP-ES, next-hop routing is not applicable. Instead, path routing 
should be used. SPB allows for path routing by utilizing the PATH_ID to B-VID 
mapping. The PATH_ID is a concatenation of IDs of switches along the path. An ECT- 
algorithm [5] [10] is used for identifying the path being chosen. The B-VID carried in 
the packet/frame header signals the switch which path to forward the packet onto. 

3.3. EPMP Path Selection  

In contrast to single best path (e.g., SPF) routing, where the forwarding decision is 
unambiguous, multipath routing needs to be concerned with which path is chosen for 
which packets/frames. To avoid out-of-order packet handling at the receiving end, that 
packets of the same flow are assigned the same path is commonly adopted. However, 
there is still the issue of assigning paths to different flows. For ECMP, with which 
hop-by-hop packet forwarding is the norm, [4] compares several methods (Round- 
Robin, Modulo-N Hash, and Highest Random Weight) in assigning flows onto outgoing 
ports at each immediate switch/router. For EPMP-NH, similar approaches can be 
adopted. 

For EPMP-ES, since it is to be used in path based routing, routing decision is made at 
the source switch. The methods for next-hop forwarding (Round-Robin, Modulo-N 
Hash) can still be adopted for load balancing. However, different flows generate 
different traffic volumes. Different paths may also have overlapping links. Round- 
Robin or Modulo-N Hash cannot guarantee traffic will be evenly distributed over all 
paths/links. Instead, if the source switch can have some information about the current 
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loading of candidate paths, it can choose the least loaded path for a newly arrived flow. 
There are several studies on how link loading can be measured. For example, each 

switch continuously accumulates the byte count of packets that it has forwarded as a 
basis for calculating link loading [16], and some controller can be employed to collect 
the link loading in the network [17]. 

We consider a distributed architecture where no centralized controller is available. 
When a switch in the core network detects that one of its link is congested (say, near 90 
percent in utilization), it will broadcast the link congestion information to all other 
switches in the network. All switches that receive this congestion notification can then 
invalidate the paths that contain the congested link. When the link becomes uncon- 
gested, (say, below 80 percent in utilization), another notification message will be 
broadcast so that previously affected paths can be restored to be valid. 

The congestion notification can be signalled via IS-IS extension [18]. A new sub-TLV 
value CONGESTED_LINK can be defined for this purpose. It can be carried in the 
IS-IS Hello (IIH) packets. 

4 . Evaluation of EPMP  

We next use two topology examples to evaluate the Equal Preference Multi-Path routing 
as described in the previous section, in particular in comparison with ECMP. 

The first network topology example is a frequently referenced constellation topology 
in Layer 2 network discussions. As shown in Figure 6, it has 36 nodes (switches) in 
three levels. Among them, 16 are edge switches, 16 are aggregation switches, and 4 are 
core switches. There are 172 directional links. For this evaluation, links between same 
level switches all have attribute of S1 to prevent long paths and to control the number 
of total paths. 

 

 
Figure 6. A 36-node constellation topology with 3 levels. 
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The second network topology example is meant to simulate a small-scale data center 
network topology with symmetric structure. As shown in Figure 7, it has 52 switches. 
Among them, 36 are edge switches divided into 4 clusters, 12 are aggregation switches, 
and 4 are core switches. There are 220 directional links. Attributes R and L are assigned 
to links between core switches and intra-cluster links. The 4 inter-cluster links are 
labelled S1 to control the length of paths. They, to some extent, forbid inter-cluster 
traffic at the aggregation level. 

4.1. Path Diversity  

Table 3 shows the total number of paths found by ECMP, EPMP-NH, and EPMP-ES, 
respectively. It also lists the number of source-destination pairs that have only a single 
path available. Here, we only consider paths between edge switches. 

For the constellation topology, EPMP-NH finds 2592 paths while ECMP finds 1760 
paths. There are however a total of 3840 valid paths available for EPMP, which are all 
found by EPMP-ES. Out of the 240 source-destination (S-D) pairs, 64 pairs have only 
single path by ECMP, while all S-D pairs have at least 2 paths by EPMP-NH and 
EPMP-ES. For EPMP-ES, every S-D pair has at least 12 paths. For the cluster topology, 
EPMP-NH finds 16,704 paths while ECMP finds 9900 paths. There are however a total 
of 49,248 valid paths available for EPMP, which are found by EPMP-ES. Out of the 
1260 S-D pairs, 648 pairs have only single path by ECMP, while all S-D pairs have at 
least 2 paths by EPMP-NH and EPMP-ES. For EPMP-ES, every S-D pair has at least 12 
paths. 

The SPF based ECMP not only produces less paths, it also does not guarantee multiple 
paths between all S-D pairs. 

 
 

 
Figure 7. A 52-node cluster topology with 3 levels. 
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Table 3. Path numbers and single-path SD pairs. 

  ECMP EPMP-NH EPMP-ES 

Constellation Total paths 1760 2592 3840 

 1-path SD 64 0 0 

Cluster Total paths 9900 16704 49248 

 1-path SD 648 0 0 

4.2. Network Bisection Bandwidth  

Throughput is usually the most important performance measure of a network. Network 
topology, routing algorithm, link capacity, etc. all influence the network throughput. In 
this section, we use the bisection bandwidth [17] to measure the network throughput. 
Given a network topology and the link capacity, the total amount of traffic flows that 
the network can deliver from the source hosts to the destination hosts is defined as the 
bisection bandwidth. Different traffic patterns and/or routing algorithms will result in 
different network bisection bandwidth. 

First, we assume that two hosts are connected to each edge switch. A fixed number of 
flows are generated at each source hosts and terminated at some destination hosts. 
Various flow patterns are considered [17]. They can be either deterministic or random.  
• Stride (i): flows from host x are destined to host ( )x i+  mod N, where N is the 

total number of hosts.  
• Random: flows from host x are destined randomly to one of other 1N −  hosts.  
• Hotspot(n): flows from host x are destined to one of n hosts, where n N< .  

To evaluate the bisection bandwidth, we note that the concept of a non-blocking 
network needs to be clarified. In the circuit switching fabric (or interconnection 
network) design, a non-blocking fabric refers to the one that owns the capability of 
always finding a path connecting an idle input port and an idle output port. Cross-bar 
and Clos network [19] are well-known non-blocking switching networks, while Banyan 
network is a blocking network. Such a non-blocking definition precludes the traffic 
patterns in which more than one input ports contend for the same output port. 
Similarly, in a packet switching network, the bisection bandwidth of the network will be 
reduced if the traffic pattern is imbalanced, i.e., there are hotspots on the destination 
end. Therefore, for a given flow demand pattern, we need to do a demand shaping first 
so that a perfect non-blocking switching network can deliver all shaped flow demands. 
If a target network cannot deliver all shaped flow demands, we know that it is due to 
the network topology or the routing algorithm. For a given network topology under 
evaluation, it is then the routing algorithm that is responsible for the difference in 
bisection bandwidth. 

The demand estimation in [17] is exactly a realization of the demand shaping we just 
discussed. In demand estimation, an N N×  matrix, where N is the number of hosts, 
stores flow information for each S-D host pair. Figure 8 shows an example with 4 hosts. 
Host 0 generates one flow to each of host 1, host 2, and host 3. Host 1 generates two 
flows to host 0 and one flow to host 2. Host 2 generates one flow to each of host 0 and 
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host 3. Host 3 generates two flows to host 1. There is an underlying assumption that all 
hosts have identical network interface with one unit of bandwidth, in and out. For host 
0, since the three generated flows compete for the same outgoing interface, each of 
them can only get one third of the outgoing bandwidth. The reason that they equally 
split the outgoing bandwidth is due to the assumption that flows are of TCP nature. 
The AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) behaviour and fair queueing in 
the TCP congestion control mechanism will tend to achieve max-min fairness among 
contending flows. Similarly, flows from hosts 1, 2, and 3 will equally split the outgoing 
bandwidth as indicated in the flow matrix on the left of Figure 8. 

The flow demand matrix will go through the next round of modification by considering 
the incoming bandwidth contention at the destination hosts. The bandwidth demands 
on the receiving end of host 0 and host 1 both exceed the receiving interface capacity, 
one unit. Three flows compete for the bandwidth in both cases. Therefore flows that 
demand more than one third of the bandwidth will be shaped so that their demands are 
reduced to one third unit, again based on the TCP fairness mechanism. The results are 
shown with boldface in the flow matrix on the right of Figure 8. The square bracket 
indicates that the flow demand has been constrained by the destination host’s network 
interface. 

The flow demand matrix then goes through a new round of modification by considering 
the outgoing bandwidth contention at the source hosts. For this example, since the flow 
from host 2 to host 0 is constrained by host 0's interface capacity, and the two flows 
from host 2 do not use up its outgoing interface capacity, the flow from host 2 to host 3 
can then increase its demand to two-third unit, as shown in Figure 9. 

The flow demand matrix iteratively checks the constraints set by the source host 
interface and the destination host interface until no more demand modification occurs. 
The converged flow demands are then used to test the bisection bandwidth of the 
network. 

 

 
Figure 8. Demand shaping: iteration 1. 

 

 
Figure 9. Demand shaping: iteration 2. 
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Figure 10 compares the bisection bandwidths resulting from employing different 
routing algorithms in the constellation network with stride traffic patterns. Figure 11 
compares the bisection bandwidth with random and hotspot traffic patterns. The three 
routing algorithms, ECMP, EPMP-NH, EPMP-ES, all use the Modulo-N Hash to decide 
which path to forward the packets. The fourth routing algorithm, EPMP-ES (least- 
loaded), is the path routing that chooses the least-loaded path. We also provide the 
bisection bandwidth for when an ideal non-blocking network is used. It is for reference 
purpose. 

 

 
Figure 10. Bisection bandwidths for different routing algorithms with the 
36-node constellation topology (stride traffic patterns). 

 

 
Figure 11. Bisection bandwidths for different routing algorithms with the 
36-node constellation topology (random and hotspot traffic patterns). 
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From Figure 10 and Figure 11, we observe that EPMP-NH and EPMP-ES do not 
necessarily result in higher bisection bandwidth than ECMP even though they provide 
more paths. Those additional paths are longer paths than the shortest ones. If used 
arbitrarily, the average link utilization becomes higher, causing some highly demanded 
links to become congested earlier. 

EPMP-ES (least-loaded) always results in higher bisection bandwidth than the other 
three. This is because it uses the longer paths with discretion. In certain traffic patterns, 
it achieves the same result as that of the non-blocking network. For Stride (4) and 
Stride (8), there is a bigger gap between them. This is mainly due to the intrinsic weak- 
ness in the 36-node constellation topology, where it does not have adequate links/paths 
for Stride (4) and Stride (8) traffic patterns. The Stride (i) traffic patterns in combination 
with EPMP-ES (Least Loaded) routing method serve as a useful tool to identify the 
bottleneck links in network topology design. 

For hotspot traffic patterns, the differences in bisection bandwidth between different 
routing algorithms are smaller. This is because flow demands have been shaped to 
lower values due to traffic contention. The networks have relatively more bandwidths 
to carry the flow demands, making the routing algorithm a less significant factor. 

Figure 12 compares the bisection bandwidths resulting from employing ECMP, 
EPMP-NH, and EPMP-ES (least loaded path routing) algorithms in the 52-node cluster 
network with stride traffic patterns. Since there are 36 edge switches and two hosts are 
connected to each edge switch, stride (i) for i around 36 is a cross traffic pattern and 
stride (i) for i close to 1 or 71 is a local traffic pattern. We observe that the two EPMP 
algorithms give higher bisection bandwidth than ECMP with local traffic, but the other 
way around with cross traffic. In both cases, EPMP-ES (least loaded path routing) is 
always better than EPMP-NH in providing higher bisection bandwidth. The reason that 
EPMP is worse than ECMP with cross traffic patterns is due to the insufficient links 
bandwidth in the network core. This is evident from the lower bisection bandwidth 
with cross traffic patterns than that with the local traffic patterns for all three routing 
algorithms. When there are no extra links for non-SPF routing, the longer paths in 
EPMP use up link capacity faster than the SPF based ECMP and suffer lower bisection 
bandwidth consequently. 

With the random traffic pattern, the average bisection bandwidth for EPMP-ES (least 
loaded path routing), EPMP-NH, ECMP are 43.87, 38.03, and 37.88, respectively. EPMP- 
ES can achieve 15 percent more bisection bandwidth than ECMP. 

4.3. EPMP vs. Network Topology  

EPMP in general should generate more paths than ECMP, but not always. Consider a 
4-node network topology with 2 levels as shown in Figure 13. The adjacency matrix is  

.

R R U
L L U

A
L R
D D

 
 
 =
 
 
 

1
1

1 0
0 1
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Figure 12. Bisection bandwidths for different routing algorithms 
with the 52-node cluster topology (stride traffic patterns). 

 

 
Figure 13. A 4-node topology with 2 levels. 

 
In the first iteration of matrix multiplication, we obtain 2A A= , and therefore 

finding the solution. The next-hop table for the topology is  

{ }
{ } { }

{ }
{ }

- 1, 2 2 3
0,2 - 0,2 3
0 1 -
0 1 -

N

 
 
 =  
 
  

 

We make two observations: 1. There is no valid path between node 2 and node 3 
based on EPMP. 2. EPMP-NH finds a total of 13 paths while ECMP finds a total of 14 
paths. They both find the following 10 paths: 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, 0-1, 2-1, 3-1, 0-2, 1-2, 0-3, 
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and 1-3. EPMP-NH allows additional 3 paths: path 1-2-0, path 0-2-1, and 1-0-2; while 
ECMP finds additional 4 paths: path 3-0-2, path 3-1-2, path 2-0-3, and path 2-1-3. 

What is special about this example is that node 2 needs to rely on other same-level 
nodes (nodes 0 and 1) to reach a higher level node 3. In addition, the paths in 
consideration can end in different levels, unlike what we have been assuming in the 
constellation and cluster networks where paths end on the lowest level (edge switches). 
This is to illustrate a potential deficiency in EPMP if paths in consideration do not 
terminate on edge switches. 

5. Conclusions  

We have investigated the Equal Path Multi-Path routing algorithm, which is a non-SPF 
routing algorithm based on ordered semi-group preference algebra. We showed that its 
use in hierarchical networks, like the data center networks, provides several benefits. 
EPMP can provide higher throughput (bisection bandwidth) than ECMP because it 
allows more paths to be used. By comparing EPMP with ECMP, we showed that EPMP 
not only provides more paths (up to 2 times for the constellation topology and 5 times 
for the cluster topology) to increase network bisection bandwidth (by 10 percent on 
average for the constellation topology and 15 percent on average for the cluster topology), 
allows a variety of policies to be exercised (by manipulating how same-level links are 
used), but also can be used to identify bottleneck links in the network topology as 
different traffic patterns are applied. 

However, the use of EPMP needs certain caution. For example, EPMP may not find 
any path for an S-D pair when paths are allowed to terminate at non-edge switches in a 
hierarchical network. In addition, the original EPMP algorithm (EPMP-NH, which was 
called multipath policy-based routing in [11] [15]) does not necessarily find all valid 
paths. EPMP-ES (Exhaustive Search) performs better than EPMP-NH (Next-Hop) 
because the next-hop path finding approach cannot find all valid paths due to the 
ordered semi-group algebra. We showed that the EPMP-ES guarantees all valid paths to 
be found. Path based routing with EPMP-ES can provide higher bisection bandwidth 
than ECMP and EPMP-NH, and in many scenarios can make the network behave like 
an ideal non-blocking network. These findings indicate that there is a great potential in 
using EPMP routing for data center networks and metropolitan networks. 

For future work, the flexibility of EPMP can be further investigated. In a hierarchical 
network, the labelling of same-level links (R, L, S1) and the order of their preference in 
the composition operation can create a lot of routing policy possibilities for the network 
administrator to maximize the network bisection bandwidth. In addition, EPMP can be 
a helpful tool to network topology design in identifying weak links in the existing data 
center networks and metropolitan networks. 
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